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Instructions to the Students: 
1. Each question carries 12 marks. 
2. Attempt any five questions of the following. 
3. Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagram etc, wherever necessary 
4. If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately assume it and should mention it 

clearly. 	 ' 	;,; • 	- <„ 	 s.•;., 	 ' 5. Right side figure indicates the marks carried by the guidons. 	cst 

	

Q.1 	Define the term Electric Power quality arid" ht are the-  mijor-reisons-conCerns  about  
Discuss on basic steps involved in a power quality evaluation. 

	

Q.2 	Answer the following questions. (Ark 	
[12] (a) Explain the term transient and discuss the different types or transients occurring in the power 

system with neat sketch. 
(b) Discuss the terms voltage flicker and voltage unbalance thoroughly. 
(c) Discuss an impact of reactive pow,er, on zowes1;,sys&m. Explain any one method of reactive 

power management. 
 

	

Q.3 	Attempt the following questions. (Any TWo.Y.,9' 	 [12] 
(a) Define Voltage sag. Discuss on methods of voltage sag assessment. 
(b) With neat sketch explain the utility distribution system sag performance evaluation. 

Enlist different measures for voltage sag. 
(c) Explain With figure voltage sag mitigation through Constant Voltage Transformer (CVT). 

	

Q.4 	Solve the following questions. 

	

) 	Differentiate clearly between sub harmonics and inter harmonics. Discuss on causes and effects 	[06] 
of harmonics. 

	

(b) 	Give complete classification of harmonic indices. Explain term THD of harmonics. 	 [06] 

Answer the following questions. 

Enlist different power quality measuring instruments. Explain important factors that should be 	[06] 
considered when selecting the PQ measuring instrument. 

With neat sketches explain the features of hand held oscilloscope used for PQ measurement. 	[06] 

Attempt the following questions. 
(a) Write a short note on IEEE Standard 519-1992. 	 [06] 
(b) What do you understand by term Isolated Ground? Explain it with proper figure. 	 [06] 
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